EMPOWERING GIRLS AND WOMEN

Shiksha Seva Foundation
To begin with, I am extremely grateful for the impressive journey I have had in the last two decades. It has been so overwhelming and pleasing to have this platform for myself and my team.

An NGO needs time to grow and so did mine. I started my career as an executive in the Banking Sector, the year was 2000. For nearly one decade I worked in the banking sector, learning so many new things that helped me in all my endeavors. I was preparing myself subconsciously for the future and now when I think about it, I suppose that this mission was meant to be.

In 2012, while I was starting my NGO which has become my current goal and I am very near to achieving that goal, if one asks, what made me start as a social worker for the community? I would simply put Four Values forward – Integrity, Commitment, Honesty, Transparency. The day I started with Shiksha Seva Foundation, Our NGO thrived to be the one-point contact for the Community and the underprivileged women, Education for Girls Child, Women Empowerment & Healthcare with excellent services and a positive approach.

In the year 2012, I started a charitable organization, focusing on girl child education - Shiksha Seva Foundation which supports 2173 girl’s education in India. The changing narratives of today are paving the way for a new tomorrow where the ambitions and dreams of the females of our society are boundless. Our NGO thrives to make women of our country independent. I have heard our forefathers say, that it isn’t important to educate the girls. Subconsciously, I rebelled and that rebel made me support the girls of our nation, educationally.

Believing the quote by Benjamin Franklin, “For every minute spent in organizing, an hour is earned” my journey was filled with simplicity and honesty making the trust of our community the foundation of our Non-profit organization.
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Heading Our Story
Shiksha Seva Foundation is a nationally registered non-profit organization that works with an uttermost determination that every child should get proper education and women should get the proper training that their life should enrich and blossom since 2012. Every Rupee received in donation, every project sanctioned goes a long way in reaching out to girl children and women. Our major objective is to empower underprivileged girl children and women in rural and urban areas through education, healthcare and train them in self-employed with our partner schools to kindle the light of education in each child.

Vision.
We are here to improvise the socio-economic status of the urban slums and rural villages by supporting them in education and development

Mission
❤️ Promote Girl child education in India.
❤️ Promote basic and life skill education amongst underprivileged women.
❤️ Contribute towards building a strong foundation for the nation through education, women empowerment, and development programs.
❤️ Improve the quality of education and life for people in rural India.
❤️ Build and provide better educational centers.
❤️ Provide Nutritious and healthy food to the underprivileged.
❤️ Provide mobile health care facilities to schools in rural areas.
❤️ Provide co-curricular activities which enhances the skill of children.

Values
Integrity I Commitment Honesty I Transparency
Shiksha Seva Foundation Journey

- **20 JULY 2012**
  - Shiksha Seva Foundation Journey
  - Started with supporting 5 girls for First Project *Kanya Shiksha Yojna*

- **2013**
  - Started Supporting Schools – for First School with 50 Students *Kanya Shiksha Yojna*

- **2014**
  - Supported 100 Students for *Kanya Shiksha Yojna*

- **2015**
  - Started New Project *Shiksha Utsav* & We got our First CSR.

- **2016**
  - Supported 222 Students for *Kanya Shiksha Yojna* & *Shiksha Utsav*

- **2017**
  - Supported 190 Students for *Udaan Centre* and *Shiksha Utsav Project*

- **2018**
  - Supported 3262 Students for *Udaan, Kanya Shiksha Yojna, Swasth Bharat* & Started Pre School with 156 Students

- **2019**
  - Supported 825 Students for *Udaan, Kanya Shiksha Yojna, Community Support 1000+ Under Swasth Bharat & Celebrity Join Hands*

- **2020**
  - Supported 1875 Students for *Udaan, Kanya Shiksha Yojna* & community support under *Swasth Bharat*

- **2021**
  - Shiksha Seva Foundation
  - Collaboration with *Bai Jerbai Wadia Hospital* for Healthcare Support
  - Distributed 15250 Ration kits

**2172+** EDUCATION SUPPORT  
**9001+** HEALTHCARE SUPPORT  
**15250+** RATIONS KITS

Still we are working
We believe we can make a difference and education can be our guiding light.

Thousands of children are still far away from a healthy educational environment with an unbelievably huge number of children leaving education midway and many others suffering from a low learning problem.

**The reasons for low learning include** -

Non-availability of professionally trained teachers  
Adverse Pupil-teacher ratio (which is as high as 41:1 and 54:1 in certain states)  
Infrastructural limitations  
In high number of cases, the socio-economic factor and home environment detrimentally affect a child’s learning, growth, and development..

We have pledged to work towards improving the quality of government school education and learning outcomes of children from low-income communities in India by offering complementary and support services through KSY.

In association with the state education departments, SSF is providing Remedial & Support education to over 887 children across government schools in India.
PROJECT
UDAAN Remedial Centre

We nurture underprivileged girl child section of the society, help needy children, work upon women empowerment for strong nation-building, get the right medical aid, outreach to outskirts and make education available for literacy & organize special need-based programs.

SSF Remedial Education Intervention within the communities

Udaan Remedial Centre currently runs at five locations in India

The project of remedial education aptly titled UDAAN came up with the goal to positively impact the future of hundreds of underprivileged kids and is like a second home to children who come here after spending their formal school hours at the respective government schools. At UDAAN, we try to fill every learning gap. The overall development of the students, in terms of health, social engagements, and healthy nourishment is taken care of through health and immunization camps, counseling, and proper nutrition through mid-day meals.
SWASTH BHARAT

In India, numerous women and children die from preventable causes each year. A proper healthcare facility that takes care of their health is the need of the hour.

Under Swasth Bharath - Healthcare Program, together, we have come forward, as a community, to improve the healthcare facility of women and children of our country. Majorly, our training programs cover sensitive topics like mother and child healthcare, HIV/AIDS, communicable diseases, and sex education. Along with this, we regularly conduct free medical check-up camps to offer immunisation and vaccinations to every citizen of India free of cost.

In this process, we have collaborated with various primary healthcare centres and government hospitals to create a strong network of healthcare centres. We strive to establish a good and resilient healthcare system so that no one is deprived of basic medical aid in our country.

We make sure proper and timely medical aid is being provided since our efforts are directed toward the most vulnerable.
For centuries women have been oppressed all over the world and, the main reason for oppression is mainly financial dependency on their male counterparts. To have a flourishing society, each individual must be in control of their own life. But at times, even financial freedom doesn’t help them in breaking the shackles of dependency. Unfortunately, they are often exposed to different kinds of exploitation, such as low wages, bonded labor, child labor, human trafficking, etc.

Under Stree Astitva – Women Empowerment Program, we are striving to create a community where women are given equal opportunity to rise and flourish in life. We focus on finding and selecting women and children from poor families, ideally from slums and rural areas who are deprived of opportunities in life.

To create a prosperous future for both the woman and child, we create an ecosystem that nurtures even the child with good education, better nutrition and, proper healthcare support.

**We are empowering our women and nurturing our children because we are on a mission to build a stable, peaceful, and productive society.**
As per the survey report of The International Agency for the Prevention of Blindness (IAPB) the number of blind people in India is the highest in the world. Due to poor education and health facilities, visually impaired people from financially weak communities suffer the most. Most of the children who come from financially weak families have to quit their school either because of the non-availability of special schools for visually challenged students or not being able to afford the schools that are well-equipped to educate blind and visually impaired students.

To bridge this gap, we have our Initiative called “Roshni”, under which we provide assistance and help these blind and visually impaired children to resume their studies. One such project is being run by us at Vrindavan dist. Mathura, the sacred city of Uttar Pradesh. The blind and visually impaired children of this city are given access to higher education and, we also equip them with education kits to support them in their academic journey.

We are on a mission to improve the economic status of visually impaired children and their image in the eyes of society.
In India, lack of access to proper sanitation facilities at our schools in rural and remote areas is a major obstacle in the way of education. Diseases associated with poor hygiene prevent many children from attending school and also lead to drop out. The presence of toilets and proper washing stations can help stop the spread of many illnesses and parasites such as diarrhea. Creating a healthy and hygienic environment for the future of our country should be our top priority as it is a basic necessity in schools.

We undertake the projects of building toilets in schools across India. We build separate toilets for boys and girls in rural schools and remote areas with a proper water supply facility in them. By providing hygiene and sanitation facilities in school, we have created an enabling environment that has resulted in children’s regularity to school. In the process, we have been able to spread awareness about sanitation and hygiene, which has resulted in fewer illnesses caused by water-borne diseases in these children.

**Essential requirements that make up a good school WASH program.**

- Menstrual hygiene management facilities, private space for change, water for cloth washing, disposal facilities.
- Sufficient group handwashing facilities allow groups of 10-12 students to wash their hands at the same time.
- Water, sanitation, and hygienic behaviour change communication activities should be part of the daily routine of all children.
- Girls are to be taught menstrual hygiene management by female teachers in a sensitive and supportive manner.
- Capacities are to be improved at various levels within the sector, to develop the right mix of skills, knowledge, and experience to help, finance, manage and monitor water, sanitation, and hygiene programmes in schools effectively.
The two most crucial concerns of India are ‘Hunger’ and ‘Illiteracy’; there is an undeniable connection between them. To build an educationally developed society, the first stepping stone towards it is providing citizens with their basic needs. The development and prosperity of a country depend upon these essential elements. To eliminate hunger and illiteracy, feeding children at school-going age is indispensable, and the importance of feeding children wholesome and nutritious meals goes beyond just feeding them. The food that is being served to them should be in a systematized, gracious, equitable, and amiable way.

With our “Haq Se Poshan” campaign for children across pockets of poverty in India, we are passionately feeding them with hot, healthy, and fresh meals at our centers spread across the country. Our campaign “Haq Se Poshan” focuses on providing the underprivileged kids with a high-quality and wholesome meal in a dignified manner to eradicate hunger and malnutrition among them. Improved nutritional status has led to an increase in recurring school attendance and improved concentration in the classroom activities of these children.

We are nourishing the nutritional health of the next generation.
DISASTER RELIEF SUPPORT

Shiksha Seva Foundation, our Disaster relief team organise various flood relief programs to help those impacted by flooding. We provide the victims of the flood-affected areas with basic supplies like - ration kits, blankets, women sanitary items, medical aid, etc. Thousands of stranded people are assisted under our flood relief program so that they can restart their life in a dignified manner again. Through this program, we assist communities in rebuilding and recovering in order to help them become more resilient. Right, from preparation and delivery of relief supplies to psychosocial support, we provide help in disaster-affected areas and people.

COVID-19

When the COVID-19 outbreak swept the world, we quickly responded with our COVID-19 relief initiative. Under this initiative, we distributed 15000+ ration kits to beneficiaries in slums, tribal and remote areas across India. As a result of the disruption and loss of livelihood, along with unavailability of basic necessities, hunger was like another pandemic affecting the human population. At Shiksha Seva Foundation, we analysed the urgency and gravity of the situation and developed our ration kits. These kits were distributed to at-risk communities along with the ones in need. We distributed this ration kit to eliminate hunger and help communities battling with a separate pandemic.

We are helping the disaster affected come out of the vicious cycle of violence and poverty.
A 10-years old girl named Barkha lives in a remote area of Maharashtra who dreams of becoming a police officer when she grows up. Barkha has to look after her three young siblings. Her mother and father are daily wage-earners on whose earnings a family of 6 members is dependent. After her grandmother's death, Barkha dropped out of school to be available full-time for her siblings.

Over 10 Million children, like Barkha, have already been unshackled from child labour by Shiksha Seva Foundation under the flagship of Mission Admission.

Make a contribution to the movement where each child gets an equal opportunity to learn and grow in life.

Donate to Shiksha Seva Foundation today and create a dignified tomorrow for them.
By collaborating with Shiksha Seva Foundation, corporates can get the following benefits:

❤️ By contributing towards our different campaigns, the corporates will get a better ground presence and it will enhance the reputation of the company.

❤️ We offer corporates the opportunity to raise awareness about their brand and build a positive image for themselves by joining our initiatives.

❤️ A tailor-made project is developed with the intention of achieving a positive social impact.

You can contribute by:

- Adopt a Project
- SSF Payroll Giving
- Events and Sponsorships
- Adopt a girl child

Sizeable and notable companies and brands have partnered with us in this philanthropic work so far. Numbers of responsible companies from diverse sectors have stepped forward to work on the betterment of the disadvantaged. With our PAN India presence and widespread rural outreach, big business houses have been fulfilling their social responsibility towards the community and the nation.

Our Esteemed Corporate Partners
Children are the change agents of our society, by inculcating the right values and empathy we can bring change in our community and nation as a whole. Children are the future of our nation and when they are considerate about their surroundings and fellow citizens they will contribute towards the upliftment and betterment of the community as a whole.

Shiksha Seva Foundation has come up with an initiative called ‘Students for Students’ to provide holistic education and development for underprivileged kids. Under this initiative, the kids and their parents from the privileged section of the society are made aware of the ongoing condition of the kids from the marginalized section of the society. They are made aware of the deprivation of their basic needs and about the plight that these underprivileged kids face in their day-to-day life. The main objective of Students for Students is to sensitize the future generation of our country about the problems that often remain invisible to society. By doing so, we are endeavoring to bring change right from the tender age, so that when they grow up, they are sympathetic and take it as their responsibility.

We are inculcating empathy in our future generation.
Bringing a smile to someone’s face is the noblest thing you can do in your life. Shiksha Seva Foundation has been working to provide a dignified life to the deprived ones. It is making an impact by working together and aiding the less fortunate. And while doing so, many known personalities have become part of this mission. With their charisma and positive aura, they are spreading smiles and bringing positive change in the lives of the people who are deprived of it. By making their contribution towards the marginalized section of society, these celebrities have become a true source of inspiration for us and society.

By extending a helping hand to the people in need, they are helping us out in our quest of making the world a better place to live. These celebrities have paved the way for individuals to grow as human beings.
DONATE FOR NURTURING LIFE

Food Distribution
Ration Kit Per
₹ 988/-

Covid-19 has made the lives of underprivileged poor families miserable. The future remains unpredictable.

Health Care Per 5 Kids
₹ 2500/-

Healthcare is a part of life, we all consider it to be something we are entitled to - it is our right to have access to healthcare whenever we need it.

Educational Kit
Total Kit cost - 2990/-

We support educational kits to underprivileged school going kids, we provide them note books, uniform, school bags, shoes, socks, Geometry Box etc.

Udaan
₹ 3650/-

We enroll them back to school giving them an opportunity to complete their further education.

#HaqSePoshan
₹ 4680/-

Nutrition is very important at every age. Children need proper nutrition to grow up stay healthy and strong.

Kanya Shiksha
Yojana
₹ 7500/-

Education is the social institution through which provides us important knowledge, including basic facts, job skills, and cultural norms & values.

Half Year Scholarship
₹ 7500/-

When a girl is educated, she is empowered. Education improves the life of a Girl Child.

Scholarship
₹ 15000/-

A Scholarship is an award of Financial aid for a bright student to complete his/her further education.

Women Empowerment
Per Sewing Machine Cost
₹ 15200/-

We provide Tailoring - a free 3 months basic course for underprivileged, uneducated and needy women.

Donate
As per your wish

A wish begins with hope, hope begins with you. Donate any amount you wish & help the needy!
BENEFITS FOR DONORS

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING TO DONATE SHIKSHA SEVA FOUNDATION AND ENSURE CHANGE IN THE LIVES OF CHILDREN.

Important information about your donation:

❤️ Donations to Shiksha Seva Foundation are exempt from 50% tax under section 80G of the Income Tax Act 1961. Tax exemption is valid only in India.
❤️ Please avoid making a donation of less than Rs.500/- as the processing costs make it unviable for us.
❤️ All funds/donations raised by Shiksha Seva Foundation are allocated to other child rights endeavours depending on the need on the ground.
❤️ Please select a mode of payment from the options below
❤️ Click on the ‘Donate Now’ button and you will be directed to a secure payment gateway
❤️ After completing the payment process, you will be redirected to shikshaseva.org for details of your donation

By sharing your details, you agree to receive stories and updates from Shiksha Seva Foundation via mobile, WhatsApp, Landline, Email, and Post.
If you’d like to change this, please send us an email on info@shikshaseva.org

Funds are directly sent on education a underprivelege child across India. The cost include actual school fees and 10% operational costs.

| Bank Details |
| Shiksha Seva Foundation | Bank : ICICI Bank | A/C NO- 121605000124 |
| IFSC Code- ICIC0001216 | Branch - Nana Chowk, Mumbai. |

Shiksha Seva Foundation | Bank : Kotak Mahindra Bank |
A/C NO-8813226259 | IFSC Code- KKBK0001398 | Branch - Borivali East,
124, First Floor, Hari Om Plaza, M.G Road, Sukarwadi, Borivali (East), Mumbai - 400066

info@shikshaseva.org

https://www.shikshaseva.org

+91 9029 001 618 | +91 9594 907 150